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Song: Soniya Mil Ja Film: Aaja Nachle Duration: 2 minutes 32 seconds. The Girl from the Beach is a story about hope and destiny, about hot feelings and a sense of duty, about good and evil, about love and fear, finally, about betrayal and forgiveness. An amazing and amazing scene in the film, where the main character dances with three men on the beach and, having confessed her love to them, leads her, naked, along the
very edge of the cliff. The story ended unexpectedly: she jumped off a cliff, but at the same time managed to save her lover, who, not wanting to die, rushed after her, but could not hold on: the girl walked along the edge until she broke her neck. It is unlikely that anyone expected such an ending from the singer, but the reality is cruel and harsh. The song "Song of Love" performed by Bhuhasundara is dedicated to love that

a woman can never win. However, she will be able to melt a man who will be ready for anything for the happiness of his beloved. This track was written for the movie Pandorum but unfortunately not sung in the movie. Now it sounds in films that were originally devoid of any meaning. Video clip: Video clips about music and dance Intro: 2 choruses are added to the main melody. In the original, the first song begins with
the song "Kiss" playing. 1-2 minutes - a story about friendship and how difficult it is to find a true friend. A story of betrayal and love. After a difficult explanation with her beloved, the heroine of the film takes a desperate step: she jumps from a bridge into a turbulent river, hoping that her lover will forget her grievances. However, the girl dies, and her lover is overtaken by a terrible death at the hands of the killer.

Instrumental: A close-up of the heroine's GENUINE happiness - she smiles, her emotions drive her crazy, nothing is more important to her than love. Bhuha: Instrumental version of the song. 2 minutes 15 seconds - the solo number of the SPARK, which, despite the presence of other musicians, sings into the microphone. Inaccessible and incomprehensible words, for those who are not familiar with Indian music. Indian
films absolutely accurately reflect the national culture. According to the ideas of our people, the Moon is a black luminary, and the Sun is a yellow disk. Despite this, Indian films are very beautiful and melodic
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